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the intemal forces and the applied bending moment at point C. As a vertical
shear force, V, also is present the bending moment is varying. It has the value,
M, at the reference point, R, where the longitudinal bottom reinforcement bars
are intersecting the inclined curved surface. The distance in the longitudinal
direction of the beam between the points, C and R, is al and consequently
the applied bending moment at point C will be M + Val' The seeond equation
gives (see Fig. 7 and compare with Eq. 2):

h" cot a (b I h" )
M + Val = 2A lb (J rb h I - Aw (J: s l 2cot a b +2cot a r

h" cot a ( b I h" )
- A w (J: s r 2cot a b +2cot a l .••.•.•••••••••• (9)

The seeond and the third terms after the equal sign are the negative contributions
from the vertical stirrup legs on the left and right-hand side of the beam,
respectively.

3. The vertical projection equation expresses the equivalence of the intemal
force s and the applied vertical shear force, V. It is assumed that the concrete
compression zone does not carry any part of the vertical shear force. Usually
the concrete compression zone and aggregate interlock are supposed to carry
a certain part of the vertical shear force. For simplicity their contributions
are neglected here. The third equation gives (see Fig. 7)

h"
V = A w (J: - (cot a l - cot a r) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (10)

s
Inclination of Concrete Compressive Struts.- The value of the inelination, a,

of the concrete compression struts will now be examined. To do this, the conditions
for equilibrium are studied along a horizontal cut in one side of the beam (see
Fig, 8). The conditions are studied along a distance, s, equal to the stirrup
spacing. Let Fe = the compressive force in the concrete strut over the length,
s; let F w = the force in one stirrup ; and let T = the shear stress along the
horizontal cut. After eraeking, at the stages elose to failure, the torsionai moment
and the vertical shear force are mostly carried by the outer portions of the
beam cross seetion. Accordingly the inner portions can be neglected and the
study can be restricted to the outer portion of the beam, e.g., a wall with
the thiekness, t.

One horizontal and one vertical equilibrium equation can now be written
for the studied horizontal eut: T ts = Fe eos a and F w = Fe sin a. The two
equations give

ts
cot o = T- .

Fw
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (11)

At yielding of the reinforcement, the force, F w' will be the same in all beam
sides. The wall thickness, t, and the stirrup spacing, s, will also be eonstants .
Consequently, cot a according to Eq, 11 will be directly proportional to the
shear stresses, T. The shear stresses are in their tum proportional to the torsionai
moment, T, and to the vertical shear force, V. Now let aT = the angle of
inclination for a beam loaded with a pure torsionai moment, T, and let a v
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= the angle of inc\ination, for a beam loaded with a vertical shear force, V
(and no torsion). For the ease with eombined loading with torsion and shear,
three equations can now be formulated for the inc\inations on the different
sides of the beam (see Figs. 6 and 7).
In side l the torsionai moment, T, and the vertical shear force, V, aet in

the same direetion. In side b only the torsionai moment, T, gives rise to shear
stresses and in side r, finally , the torsionai moment, T, and the vertieal shear
foree, V, aet in opposite direetions. This gives

eot a, = eot aT + eot av}
eot ab = eot aT

eot ar = cot aT + cot av

The horizontal distanee, a I' along the beam
C and R, on the top and bottom sides of the
Fig. 7) ean now be expressed in a simple way

......................... (12)

axis between the midpoints,
inclined eurved surfaee (see

l
a, =-(h"cotar+ b'cotab+ h"eota,)

2

Interaction Equation.-For h" = h', the equilibrium equations, Eqs. 8, 9,
and 10, ean be rewritten using the information of Eqs. 12 and 13

A rrY

T= 2blh' ~eot aT .
s

. (14)

A rrY
M= 2A'b rrrb h' - ~ [h' (eot aT + eot av)(b' eot aT + h I eot aT

2s

- h I cot av) + h I (eot aT - cot av)(b I cot aT + h I eot Ur

+h'eotav)]- Vh'eotav (15)

Awrr;"
V= 2h' ---eotavs

(16)

Eq. 15 ean further be rewritten as

h'
2A'b rrrb h' = M + Aw rr;"- [(b' + h') cot? aT - h I cot? av]

S

+ Vh I eot av ...

or, with Eq. 16, as

...... (17 a)

Finally , the Eqs. 14 and 16 ean be inserted to give a relationship between


























